**PREMIUM VEHICLE CARE PRODUCTS**

1. **HEMI® ENGINE COVER.**
   - A not-so-subtle approach to displaying your HEMI engine. Available in Black Carbon Fibre-HEMI Orange.
   - Raises the bar.

2. **COLD AIR INTAKE KIT.**
   - These kits help improve horsepower and torque gains, and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency, and a deeper tone. The intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps, laser cut from fine stainless steel and polished to a mirror-like finish. The eight-piece chrome finish feature T304 stainless steel construction with exclusive new stainless steel INOX technology.

3. **PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT.**
   - These premium suspension kits feature top struts and mounting nuts with shine and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency, and a deeper tone. The intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps, laser cut from fine stainless steel and polished to a mirror-like finish. The eight-piece chrome finish feature T304 stainless steel construction with exclusive new stainless steel INOX technology.

4. **FULL EXHAUST SYSTEM.**
   - Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust Systems feature the Mopar logo. Colour-coordinated and custom-shaped to perfectly fit the interior, and boldly feature the Mopar logo. These high-flow exhaust systems provide better performance and sound on the road.

5. **SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.**
   - Now you can partially open the front and rear windows yet remain dry during inclement weather. These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to help keep it in place. Available in Black and Frost Beige. The mats are constructed of a plush 680-gram nylon carpet to look good while protecting the floor of your vehicle from wear, soil, and road debris. They are moulded to the contours of your 300 for a custom fit. Set of two for front or rear.

6. **SHIELD MATS.**
   - These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to help keep it in place. Available in Black and Frost Beige.

7. **MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.**
   - These molded splash guards are moulded to the vehicle's height according to your exact specifications, with little to no wear even after years of the strongest weather influences. They come in a set of four.

8. **FULL EXHAUST SYSTEM.**
   - These high-flow exhaust systems provide better performance and sound on the road.

9. **WHEEL LOCKS.**
   - Includes four new lug nuts and a special fitting key to offer maximum wheel-and-road protection from damage caused by gravel, salt, and other pollutants.

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES**

1. **HEMI® ENGINE COVER.**
   - A not-so-subtle approach to displaying your HEMI engine. Available in Black Carbon Fibre-HEMI Orange.
   - Raises the bar.
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   - These kits help improve horsepower and torque gains, and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency, and a deeper tone. The intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps, laser cut from fine stainless steel and polished to a mirror-like finish. The eight-piece chrome finish feature T304 stainless steel construction with exclusive new stainless steel INOX technology.

3. **PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT.**
   - These premium suspension kits feature top struts and mounting nuts with shine and polished tips. This free-flow system helps to provide horsepower and torque gains, improved fuel efficiency, and a deeper tone. The intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes mandrel-bent tubing, stainless band clamps, laser cut from fine stainless steel and polished to a mirror-like finish. The eight-piece chrome finish feature T304 stainless steel construction with exclusive new stainless steel INOX technology.

4. **FULL EXHAUST SYSTEM.**
   - Our performance Cat-Back Exhaust Systems feature the Mopar logo. Colour-coordinated and custom-shaped to perfectly fit the interior, and boldly feature the Mopar logo. These high-flow exhaust systems provide better performance and sound on the road.
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   - Now you can partially open the front and rear windows yet remain dry during inclement weather. These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to help keep it in place. Available in Black and Frost Beige. The mats are constructed of a plush 680-gram nylon carpet to look good while protecting the floor of your vehicle from wear, soil, and road debris. They are moulded to the contours of your 300 for a custom fit. Set of two for front or rear.

6. **SHIELD MATS.**
   - These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to help keep it in place. Available in Black and Frost Beige.

7. **MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.**
   - These molded splash guards are moulded to the vehicle's height according to your exact specifications, with little to no wear even after years of the strongest weather influences. They come in a set of four.

8. **WHEEL LOCKS.**
   - Includes four new lug nuts and a special fitting key to offer maximum wheel-and-road protection from damage caused by gravel, salt, and other pollutants.
Black Chrome Grille Insert.
Give your 300’s front end a unique and stylish look. This custom Black Chrome Grille Insert enhances your vehicle’s aesthetic appeal. The polished Black finish gives an aggressive yet streamlined appearance.

19-Inch Satin Carbon Wheel.
Classic distinction begins with eight spokes of eye-catching Satin Carbon. This all-wheel-drive wheel has a cast-aluminum design painted with a durable, corrosion-resistant Satin Carbon finish.

Stainless Steel B-Pillar Covers.
300 shines brighter no matter the weather when you add a bright touch to your vehicle’s B-pillars. An attractive addition that will enhance your vehicle’s distinctive good looks. Covers are designed specifically to fit 300’s pedals. No drilling required.

Bright Pedal Kit.
Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides contrast to the performance look as well as plenty of positive traction. Covers are designed specifically to fit 300’s pedals. No drilling required.

Side Window Air Deflectors.
Now you can partially open the front and rear windows yet remain dry during inclement weather. Air deflectors are constructed of tinted acrylic. Side Window Air Deflectors come in sets of four.

DIAMOND CHROME GRILLE INSERT.
Enhance your 300 with a sense of sophisticated style. Make your grille stand out with this all-aluminum bright chrome insert that’s protective as well as attractive. This first-impression statement displays your strong but elegant taste.

20-Inch Glass Black Wheel.
Earn the edge in street attitude. This premium 20-inch chrome wheel features a 10-spoke design and Gloss Black finish to help your 300 automatically get added style credit.

T-HANDLE SHIFTER.
Add a blast from the past to your centre console with this stainless steel T-Handle Shifter that features the Mopar® logo and more than a little attitude. Installation hardware included.


For A Tougher Finishing Touch.

Capture Attention with Unmistakable Brilliance.
**Strong Statements.**

**Premium Chrome Grilles.**

With its front and centre standing, the grille is the expressor feature in any 300 and the first to get noticed. Nothing makes a style statement as boldly or brightly as one of the Chrysler winged chrome grilles. Choose from the following styles that cast just the right character for you.

1. **Platinum Mesh Grille.**
2. **Sierra Mesh grille.**
3. **11-Bar Chrome grille.**
4. **13-Bar Black Chrome grille.**
5. **13-Bar Chrome grille.**
6. **Black Chrome grille.**
7. **Diamond Chrome grille.**
8. **Illuminated Door Sill guards.**

Add a touch of stainless steel style to your vehicle while protecting its interior door sills from scratches. Chrysler name illuminates when the vehicle’s door is opened.

9. **MOPAR Door Sill guards.**

Announce that your customized 300 has been given the Mopar treatment with these bright, polished-chrome sill guards. Emblazoned with the bold, authentic Mopar logo, they call out style and protect your vehicle’s entry points from small dings and scratches.

10. **20-Inch Forged Aluminum Wheels.**

This wheel’s shine shows off its distinctive attention with a standing presence to be noticed. The 10-spike wheel is a symbol of strength and power. Finished in a durable, corrosion-resistant finish for lasting brightness.

11. **20-Inch Black Chrome Wheel.**

This Black Chrome finish reveals your toughness, matching your 300’s style wherever you go. And all our wheels undergo testing to ensure they won’t blister, peel, or pit over time.

12. **20-Inch Gloss Black Wheel.**

Earn the edge in street attitude. These distinctive wheels are built to stand out. The ten-spoke design and chrome black finish help your 300 stand out on the street with0 a look that’s all your own.

13. **19-Inch Satin Carbon Wheel.**

Classic distinction begins with eight spokes of eye-catching Satin Carbon. This all-wheel-drive wheel has a cast-aluminum design painted with a durable, corrosion-resistant finish.

14. **18-Inch Gloss Black Wheel.**

This premium wheel features a ten-spoke design and Gloss Black finish to help your 300 automatically get added style credit. Also available: **20-Inch Polished Wheel** (not shown).

15. **20-Inch Polished Wheel.**

Here’s some value-added stopping power that also adds sharp street presence when you upgrade to larger wheels. The Mopar Brake Kit optimizes front-to-rear brake torque ratio and balance, providing premium rotors, tough disc brake pads, and eye-catching oversize calipers in bright Red.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.

(2) Late availability.

**CHECK US Out at MOPAR.ca**
4. Roof-Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier.

5. Roof-Mount Waterproof Cargo Carrier.

6. Roof-Mount Sport and Cargo Carriers.

1. Sport Utility Bars.

2. Roof-Mount Utility Bars.

3. Roof Mount Cargo Carriers.


5. Hitch-Install Brackets.


7. Roof-Mount Bike Carriers.


